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BIG RED WEEKEND BY THE
 NUMBERS

Claire Anderson 
and Griffin Conley,

SO RED RN

500 parents
250 siblings
700 recent alumni
45 dogs
1 Bullsheet alum
3 toddlers (legacy?)
21 borgs
24 students that had to explain to their parents what a “borg” is
1 pig roast
130 pound pig
1 gravity couch
7 burpees that made me laugh!
8 Bullsheeters that posed for a photo at beta
5 Overalls not wearing overalls
1 book signing at Swasey
70 members of the class of 2023 on campus
50 alumni rolled ash and phi psi like it was 2019
12 first shotguns with younger siblings
$8000 spent at the bookstore
60 cases of white claw bought by parents at Slivy’s
3 acapella groups
36 shots taken by parents at the BIG RED TAILGATE
1 VIP donor tent at the BIG RED TAILGATE
2 generations of Smith (Mick) sang with the Cuties
125 hangovers from hell
138 people stuck in line at the Station
23 people that settled for River Road
1,000,000 photos taken
80 parents shocked and appalled that their kid really lives like this
15 siblings chose an uncomfortable couch over their parents hotel room
25 students really relieved Big Red Weekend is over

DENISON WINS BIG! denisonbigred.com,
Just found out this existed
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“I sing in the shower”

  - Caroline Lopez

Are you new to the old C-Bus? That’s right. That’s what we call Columbus in Columbus, Ohio. Carter is 
the name, and in Columbus I was born and raised. Staying at home playing video games is in fact where I 
spent most of my days. So are you looking to get away from your home on the hill? Trying to hit the town 
with your “boys?” Or are you wanting to take a short day trip on an acid trip? You’re in luck! Well I don’t 
know where you can find ethically sourced acid, but I am indeed the number one person who can tell you 
the best things to do in Columbus (long for C-Bus).

1) Leave.

2) Look for parking. Make sure you’re in the car with your two loudest friends from opposing political 
parties. It’s always good to have friends who are different from you, plus you’ll get the added benefit of 
feeling super relaxed and calm in a quiet car as you circle around the block multiple times looking for a 
space to squeeze into.

3) Go to OSU. Sick of campus? Try another campus! I mean there’s plenty to do there such as walking 
around tripping students and shouting “Denison is better!”

4) Go for a walk in the city. Just walk around for a bit until you spot something fun. It’s not that big of a 
city, you’ll find something fun eventually!

5) Get a coffee. It’s called c-bus, what do you think the C stands for? That’s right, Coffee. As in Coffee can 
be found in Columbus. And it’s true! Coffee can be found in Columbus! Go drink it!

There you go, five things to do in Columbus. I hope you found one to five things to do. And if you didn’t? 
Good. I mean seriously, why is it my job to tell you what to do in Columbus? Go try reading one of those 

5 THINGS TO DO IN COLUMBUS Carter Seipel,
Columbus born n’ raised

Happy

MONSTOBER


